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SELECTING AND FRAMING

I spent the night in turning

Chasing away a pain.

Was it the heel which the serpent bit?

When morning came, 

I made a mess of comfrey, 

Tore an aged sheet, tendered myself.

Sat all morning, gazing at golden spring

Leaves on the walnut tree;

Hobbled like a hobbled horse.

Then, a miracle: I waked in ease.

I don’t see why the serpent left

But he did (a he of course)

And I removed a filthy cloth

All spattered brown and green

Dark puree in a rolled up rag

I rinsed it out, then

Left it in the sun to dry,

Hanging on a wire

Later I looked, 

There was beauty;

A pattern of growth

From random twists.

I could see.

I could see it then.

Gill Stevens



THE FIRST INVITATION FOR REFLECTIONS 
FOR NOT A NEWSLETTER

Some friends will know that there used to be a Newsletter - which had moved to being more of a set of reflections than news as news can go directly 
via this google group or the Abergavenny Facebook page. I was collecting lockdown reflections aiming for a Spring/Summer edition which never 
happened. My life became much busier with the lockdown with not at all enough time in the garden or doing things like the not the Newsletter. Now I 
am a little caught up with myself Spring lockdown reflections feel all wrong with the darkening November days and the ongoingness of the pandemic –
with the exception of “Selecting and framing” – pain works in November whereas dandelions maybe don’t (. My plan is to bring the Spring reflections 
back next Spring.

But what about now? Would we have Winter reflections to share as we move towards what will perhaps inevitably be a different kind of 
Christmas? Could we each think of something to share as we go into deeper Winter.

The Earth Pathways diary is often a source of inspiration (click HERE to find out more)– here is an extract from an extract of the Granny Yule Book of 
Hag by Carolyn HIllyer
“…Then that spiky hag of midwinter lifted her hand from the trolley basket and drew our mother deep into her embrace. The rest of us stood there 
uncertain, until we saw that our mother was glancing back over her shoulder and with her eyes, beckoning us towards the Granny…We snuggled 
close…we each felt entirely alone not lost and lonely, but whole and content, held inside a winter landscape that somehow we had always 
known….(lots of lovely imagery!) …we understood the true gift that Granny Yule carried: the oldest memories of winter, an ancient recipe of fire and 
ice an silent darkness, the deep and dangerous promise of wild forests, all stored and guarded safe inside her yuletide coat”.

It is also thanksgiving and gratitude is worship.  And of course there is the Christian story and the light festivals of other faiths… 

https://www.earthpathwaysdiary.uk/




WINTER SOLSTICE

At the year's turn, the sun stands still

in a sky of changeless blue.

Deep in the cwm, with its nap

of wind-sheared thorn, a button-thread

creek twines down to a sea of suede.

The combers ply so rhythmically

the sound is seamless.

Let the tide of the year

wash away the brash, clear a space

for the cutting of new patterns.



GATHERING

The river is gathering again,

filling up its concavities

and down the broken steps

of every runnel

last week's rain is stumbling 

to meet it. On the banks

ash and alder are stripping off

like swimmers shivering

with anticipatory thrill.

Each night another fold

of dark is let down softly.

And after so long caught

in headlamp glare, 

the sun's dipping 

feels like a release

to scurry into cover, 

companionship, store -

the liberality of winter.

Stevie Krayer



WINTER

Revealing, Rotting, Promising
These are the gifts of winter

Things I never saw before

A stone house, beyond

Stripped branches

Purple buds of alder

Black and grey of budding ash

Harlequin of leaves

Apples feast the slugs and woodlice

Winter gives the gift of death

Birds take them all

Hiding, Sleeping, Sorrowing
These are the gifts of winter

A hedgehog bed of brash

Acorns shoot, pale in dark soil

Under the rotting leaves

Sleek pools in alder carrs

And the moon

But the dark is so long

The lost things fill my waking nights

I circuit paths of mud to save them

Confused and cold.

Preparing, Changing 

Challenging
These are the gifts of winter

Hearing the jagged cries

Seeing the black fall of birds

In a grey sky: And then

A startle of red in a brown bush

Dazzle of winter sun

Transformation of frost

Things happen unseen

You find yourself as someone new

Not sure if you prepared for this

Gill Stevens





It’s been my year of much upholding. Friends have been heavily weighted by Quaker work .. whether clerk, trustee or 

other; Friends have had unexpected health challenges to face whether for themselves or with a dearly beloved. Some 

have needed to call on much courage and fortitude, so from the beginnings my own Apart Together experience has 

included a special ‘To Uphold’ list. A Friend, a light bearer for others, had an accident, another had very much wanted 

surgery and some who’ve already walked a dismal path of ill health, have awoken to find more in their ‘sick bowls’. Unmet 

Friends have become closer through our ‘spiritual presence only’ meeting and have shared their struggles and honoured 

me with their trust. One particular dear Friend admits to far less health difficulties than are really experienced - it seems 

we are all truth-tellers - but not if it might sound like moaning - today I’m taking the risk! My fall on 30 April delivered two

broken wrists and a fractured spine bone. I lay in the operating theatre in the cruciform position. Things in my abdomen 

have shifted and are impacting on my ‘incisional hernia’. Having Simon do the very most personal things for me for two 

and a half months, things we never want to hand over, was deeply humbling. 20 years ago my eldest son was seriously 

damaged by a brain haemorrhage - to say he has epilepsy, can walk a few steps with crutches, amnesia, has had surgery to 

remove a rotted hip, surgery to clear his infected lungs and ICU-induced psychosis - is to try and squash 20 years of trials 

into a nutshell; life in lockdown and his difficulties pushed his18 year old to move in with a friend, in turn this pushed his 

14 year old 170 miles away to live with her mother. My heart murmur and arrhythmia is very disconcerting during the 

night. Yesterday I finally followed the advice of the ward doctor who told me in May to me to see my GP about my blood 

pressure. Simon’s stepfather’s malignant nose tumours nose returned with great aggression, surgery involved stripping his 

nose of skin and pinning it to his forehead where it remained, above the big hole in his face, until his recent second 

surgery; my 94 year old mother, very frail and unwell anyway, is in surgery to pin a broken leg as I write. As I type these 

words I start to cry. 

ACW Reflections





ACW Reflections

Yet at the same time, as ever, ‘normal life’ insists itself upon us all. Shopping must be ordered; grandchildren need love as ever and that’s 

expressed via texts, messages, calls, cards, little videos and even good old-fashioned letters; Apart Together must be arranged, Readings and 

Reflections must be ready to send via different methods, mark-ups or art is needed; hospital appointments must be kept; artwork must be 

printed, guillotined and glued to make greetings cards and sent to those in need of a little love, care or encouragement or maybe just 

because they are wonderful; daily exercises must be done for joint care and pain management; medication must be monitored and ordered; 

laundry still requires washing (Simon simply can’t do everything); mind-boggling piles of emails must be prioritised and some slip off into 

Neverland (you know what I’m talking about!); monthly financial projections must be done and ‘my’ charities considered; my houseplants, 

my darling air-purifying plants need food, water and a tender touch, maybe a little word ‘Good morning Fabian, how are you today, has 

daddy misted you?’; Drawing in the Spirit must be arranged, people encouraged, work posted for our Facebook members to see; the birds 

must be fed - there’s no pleasure in seeing a bird pecking into an empty feeder and since lockdown has reduced pollution, we have more 

very welcome visitors; art cannot be left to die inside my head, visual expression must be allowed out, the scent of the Caran D’Ache

Museum Aquarelle must be sniffed; unmet dear people from far away don’t step backwards into the mist because I have much to do or have 

poor health .. oh my goodness .. oh crikey oh no .. what now ..answer the video call .. the big wide smile of my young hardworking English 

graduate friend in Gaza changes everything .. we are in the moment; perhaps the next ‘ding’ is a little video from my Ethiopian ‘son’ Yenni

but I still have a wry smile as he says “you still ma niggah mama” .. blimey and another video call tomorrow .. my beloved 18 year old 

nephew wants pointers for his online art exam, part of his interview to study Architecture at Cambridge University ..his big grin will be 

before me .. we will be in the moment. There are many blessed moments. Simon, whom I love more than ever, comes down the stairs and 

says “Is that my lovely lovely wife doing all her work?



“The times are urgent – let us slow down” Bayo Akomalafe

Moments of rushing water

Click on the picture

https://photos.app.goo.gl/612VjtE7aUsHWuBTA


“The human mind may devise many plans, but it is the purpose of 
the Lord that will be established.” (Proverbs 19:21)

The Epistle from Yearly meeting was read in the zoom meeting on 23rd November – for the full 

epistle click HERE

Ministry followed on the themes of the power of imagination and stories shared in community in 

the hope of a different world.  Birds were there – are doves as much about hope as peace.  To 

quote Emily Dickinson and say “Hope is a thing with feathers- that perches in the soul” would 

capture some of the feeling.

So the second invitation was for pictures of birds …

https://quaker-prod.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/store/202d165ba663cbc6d65e75aaa0cacac8ad7857bbb8f1df626d689f6afca3




Linda’s XR Canary reminding us 

to walk cheerfully over the 

world with a lower carbon 

footprint

And these tree decorations look 

pretty plastic free and beautiful



The wren tells us that “small is  beautiful” and that 

self-realisation lies not in grandiosity or apparent 

power, but in humility, gentleness and subtlety.   The 

eagle soaring hight proclaimed he was the ruler 

over all creatures who had wings.  The wren popped 

out where she had been hiding under the eagle’s 

feathers and flew a few inches higher.  Being proud 

makes us unwieldy, being small and humble enables 

us to slip through the eye of a needle or down the 

root of a tree.  At new year the apprentice Druid 

would go out into the countryside in search of 

hidden wisdom.  If he found a wren that would be a 

sign of being blessed with inner knowledge.  

Finding a creature small and elusive to the point of 

invisibility was a metaphor for fining the elusive 

divinity within all life.

From the Druid Animal Oracle by Philip and 

Stephanie Carr-Gomm

Wren Drui-en
Humility Cunning





THE THIRD INVITATION

• Please add to this draft – pictures, poems, reflections

• We have had three streams of Meeting for Worship over this year of 2020

• Llanfoist Village Hall

• Apart Together

• Zoom

• This is diversity  and what diversity feels like – how do we gather it together and 

cherish each other across this diversity and across all our different forms of 

connecting from Facebook to phone call to walking together



TREES IN WINTER

I love looking at winter trees. They stand like gaunt 

sentinels with their skeletons displaying every bend in 

every branch and distortion. For the first time I am 

aware of things in the distance, vistas that have been 

hidden.

In our garden December has been the time for the 

Appletree to be pruned. It’s busyness of the summer 

and autumn have hidden some diseased and dying 

branches. Others are  crossed , choked, unable to 

access the sunlight. 

Just like the trees, winter gives us a time to see 

ourselves. Sometimes we catch glimpses of other 

worlds and possibilities that we may not have noticed 

before. Some parts of us might need pruning and 

although it may feel painful at the time it will make us 

stronger.

Val Burch


